
2018-19 Global Battle of the Books Practice Questions 

for Middle School Teacher/Student Use 

Note: IWB = In what book or In which book 

A Diamond in the Desert by Katherine Fitzmaurice 

IWB do barbed wire fences surrounding a character’s living space serve as a constant 
reminder to him and others of what happened on Dec. 7, 1941?                                                                          
A Diamond in the Desert by Katherine Fitzmaurice 

IWB does a son make space for his mother’s family dishes in the two bags he is 
allowed to take with him to an assembly center?                                                                                                                   
A Diamond in the Desert by Katherine Fitzmaurice 

IWB is a center filled with identical rectangular housing structures, built side-by-side 
to hold over 10,000 evacuees who upon settling in had to hang sheets for walls and 
haul straw to fill their mattresses?                                                                                                                                                              
A Diamond in the Desert by Katherine Fitzmaurice 

IWB is a family’s attempt to beat the long dinner line foiled when a swirling, brown 
storm blew angrily towards them filling their entire home with dust?                                                                                      
A Diamond in the Desert by Katherine Fitzmaurice 

IWB does an adventure to purchase fruit for pennies nearly end in a tragedy when 
loose soil gives way and a boy falls into the deep, dirty waters of a canal?                                                               
A Diamond in the Desert by Katherine Fitzmaurice 

IWB do siblings taunt each other with a rather dangerous thing each is doing - 
attempting to catch a Gila Monster and slipping under a fence through a hole near 
block 67?                                         A Diamond in the Desert by Katherine Fitzmaurice 

IWB do two boys discuss why night games are no longer allowed in U.S. cities now that 
the country was a war?                                                                                                                                                         
A Diamond in the Desert by Katherine Fitzmaurice 

IWB is a Christmas letter, read 13 times, later turned into an origami figure 
representing hope for a family?                                                                                                                                                       
A Diamond in the Desert by Katherine Fitzmaurice 

IWB does something painful called cholla embed itself in someone’s leg, angering a 
brother and ruining plans for the evening?                                                                                                                           
A Diamond in the Desert by Katherine Fitzmaurice 

IWB does a man offer up this wish after residents have eaten a meal in honor of a 
president’s birthday: “that all people....in the world can someday live with mutual 
love and respect for each other regardless of race, color, or creed?                                                                                                             
A Diamond in the Desert by Katherine Fitzmaurice 



IWB does a character hear that he might qualify for service in the army as long as he 
had second-generation status and could answer “yes” to two loyalty questions?                                                
A Diamond in the Desert by Katherine Fitzmaurice 

IWB does a president’s wife visit, telling reporters afterwards that the people there 
were not being pampered as was being reported, but were in fact living in conditions 
she would not choose as a way of life?                                                                                                                                            
A Diamond in the Desert by Katherine Fitzmaurice 

IWB does someone collapse in exhaustion after an unsuccessful night of searching, 
forgetting he is angry at God as he whispers a prayer for forgiveness and promises to 
do a better job of caregiving if given a second chance?                                                                                                                      
A Diamond in the Desert by Katherine Fitzmaurice 

IWB does a boy lose his desire to participate in the one thing he loves most, in spite of 
repeated attempts by friends to get him to come back?                                                                                                              
A Diamond in the Desert by Katherine Fitzmaurice 

IWB do characters create a pet cemetery outside their walls, containing 6 fish, 1 Gila 
monster, and 1 dog?                                                                                                                                                                         
A Diamond in the Desert by Katherine Fitzmaurice 

IWB does a girl inform her brother that a friend “has his own way of saying things and 
if you listen closely, you’ll hear it?”                                                                                                                         
A Diamond in the Desert by Katherine Fitzmaurice 

IWB does a character, who’s found near a small grave marker, write with a stick in the 
dirt, “Stop?”                                                                                                                                                                            
A Diamond in the Desert by Katherine Fitzmaurice 

IWB does a woman walk to a flour chalk line, introduces herself to a boy telling him, 
“This is the only time he’s brought me anywhere with him....and that is a start?”                                                              
A Diamond in the Desert by Katherine Fitzmaurice 



A Long Walk To Water by Linda Sue Park 

IWB do the males at age 10 have the opportunity to go to school, but the females stay 
at home learning how to keep house from their mothers?                                                                                                
A Long Walk To Water by Linda Sue Park 

IWB does a teacher tell his students this, “Stay away from the villages -run into the 
bush?”        A Long Walk To Water by Linda Sue Park 

IWB is a boy left behind in a barn because he is a child who might slow groups down, 
take food from the hungry, and cause problems along the way to escape?                                                                
A Long Walk To Water by Linda Sue Park 

IWB does a girl barely have time to eat her lunch and then her mother sends her back 
out to work, asking her to take her 5-year-old sister with her to learn alongside her?                                               
A Long Walk To Water by Linda Sue Park 

IWB are tribes, during the dry season, often too busy surviving to fight so battles 
occurred much less often?                                                                                                                                                                         
A Long Walk To Water by Linda Sue Park 

IWB does a character look at newcomers joining their group carefully each day, hoping 
to see a family member, but sadly does not see anyone he knows?                                                                                   
A Long Walk To Water by Linda Sue Park 

IWB does a character describe the look on her mother’s face each day that they 
resided at a camp as “fear” - fear that husband and sons would be injured by enemy 
tribesmen during their hunt?                                                                                                                                                                            
A Long Walk To Water by Linda Sue Park 

IWB is an Uncle a welcome sight, and fortunate to be looked at as a leader because of 
his army experience and possession of a gun?                                                                                                                           
A Long Walk To Water by Linda Sue Park 

IWB do many people work together cutting & gathering reeds, carrying them to the 
boat builders who will provide a means to crossing a great river to safety?                                                                   
A Long Walk To Water by Linda Sue Park 

IWB do river island dwellers appear to live a pretty abundant life living by, the Mother 
of all life, the Nile?                                                                                                                                                                       
A Long Walk To Water by Linda Sue Park 

IWB are travelers warned to take plenty of liquid with them for the next stretch of 
their journey across a huge desert?                                                                                                                                                    
A Long Walk To Water by Linda Sue Park 

IWB does a character enter a location filled with thousands, upon thousands of people 
so crowded together that they could hardly sit or stretch out?                                                                                 
A Long Walk To Water by Linda Sue Park 



IWB is a character’s will to go on faced day-by-day, getting to the end of the day was 
the goal for 6 long years?                                                                                                                                                              
A Long Walk To Water by Linda Sue Park 

IWB did a man deal with his discouraged workers by first joking and laughing with 
them, then persuading them with earnest talk, and finally resorting to anger when 
nothing else worked?            A Long Walk To Water by Linda Sue Park 

IWB does a character take charge of a very large group of people, giving each a job 
like collecting firewood, standing guard, looking for food with everyone sharing things 
equally as they searched for a new shelter in the south?                                                                                                            
A Long Walk To Water by Linda Sue Park 



The Red Umbrella by Christina Gonzalez 

IWB did Mama and Papa become so engrossed in the radio broadcast that they failed 
to turn on any lights in the house as the sun set and the rooms became dark?                                                                 
The Red Umbrella by Christina Gonzale 

 IWB does Papa bring home and hide the contents of the family’s safe deposit box 
stating, “The idea is that all the wealth should be spread out. So they’re taking from 
those who have worked their entire lives, like us, keeping some of the money for 
themselves and then supposedly giving the rest to the poor. Isn’t that wonderful?”                                                                                          
The Red Umbrella by Christina Gonzalez 

IWB did a girl drop her new bottle of fingernail polish causing it to shatter and 
splattering red dots all over her shoes?                                                                                                                                 
The Red Umbrella by Christina Gonzalez 

IWB was one brother a part of the revolutionary movement and the other totally 
against it? The Red Umbrella by Christina Gonzalez 

IWB were siblings upset that the camp was divided into two facilities- one for boys 
under twelve and another for girls which meant that they could only see each other 
once a day?     The Red Umbrella by Christina Gonzalez 

IWB did two main characters have a mud fight and not get in trouble for it?                              
The Red Umbrella by Christina Gonzalez 

IWB had the main character been on the bus for only five minutes, on the first day of 
school, when she realized she’d already figured out who her friends and enemies 
would be?                The Red Umbrella by Christina Gonzalez 

IWB was snow a fabulous birthday gift?                                                                                                         
The Red Umbrella by Christina Gonzalez 

IWB did a letter bring an abundance of surprises like a renewal of friendship, 
concerning news about family, awareness of a dark act, and questions about changes 
in a friend’s personality?                                                                                                                                                                 
The Red Umbrella by Christina Gonzalez 

IWB does the main character say the best Christmas gift is a phone call?                                                                   
The Red Umbrella by Christina Gonzalez 

IWB was the 1960s process of America taking in Cuban children/teenagers fleeing from 
communism described which is similar to what we currently see happening in 2018 
with immigrant children/teenagers claiming asylum from Mexico/Central America?                                                                      
The Red Umbrella by Christina Gonzalez 

IWB does a girl wonder if her mother will disapprove of her short hair cut and her 
make-up – powder and lipstick – when they are reunited after almost a year apart?  
The Red Umbrella by Christina Gonzalez 



IWB does the main character always do her best whether it be completing homework 
in English or gathering eggs early in the morning?                                                                                                  
The Red Umbrella by Christina Gonzalez 

IWB is a character used to receiving gifts on January 6th rather than December 25th – 
Christmas Day?                                                                                                                                                              
The Red Umbrella by Christina Gonzalez 

IWB was the main character surprised to find that the majority of her high school 
classmates wanted to help her adjust to living in the U.S. rather than make fun of her 
or treat her poorly?                                                                                                                                                           
The Red Umbrella by Christina Gonzalez  
     
IWB does a boy describe, in detail, to his parents, each one of the fireworks he saw 
for the first time in his life?                                                                                                                                                     
The Red Umbrella by Christina Gonzalez   



A Night Divided by Jennifer Nielsen 

IWB does this describe a character: graying blonde hair, wrinkles come too soon, 
exposed to hardships - famine, poverty, and war - that stole her physical beauty?                                                                
A Night Divided by Jennifer Nielsen 

IWB do unexpected knocks on a door freeze a character’s heart not allowing it to beat 
again until it is known who is there?                                                                                                                               
A Night Divided by Jennifer Nielsen 

IWB had people been leaving an area in floods, heading towards what they felt were 
the bright lights of a location nearby?                                                                                                                                           
A Night Divided by Jennifer Nielsen 

IWB does a character accuse a family member of working against the government as 
he boldly sits in that very person’s chair?                                                                                                                                  
A Night Divided by Jennifer Nielsen 

IWB is striving for success not very important to people because it also means they do 
not fail? A Night Divided by Jennifer Nielsen 

IWB can residents catch glimpses from their windows of these things just beyond a 
wall: fierce dogs, barbed wire, deep trenches, soldiers, and smooth flat dirt?                                                              
A Night Divided by Jennifer Nielsen  

IWB do these words freeze a companion of a character who had just waved at 
someone in the distance, “Does something over there interest you?”                                                                               
A Night Divided by Jennifer Nielsen 

IWB do characters only speak to each other aloud about positive things and write 
things they really want to say or ask on a paper that is quickly burned?                                                                                 
A Night Divided by Jennifer Nielsen 

IWB do two unwelcome letters arrive at a family’s house, one informing of an elderly 
person’s injury, the other informing an 18-year-old of his upcoming required year-and-
a-half of service? A Night Divided by Jennifer Nielsen 

IWB do 2 characters believe there is no one they can trust - not friends, not family, 
not strangers observing them from the streets - nobody?                                                                                           
A Night Divided by Jennifer Nielsen 

IWB does an official government permit called Schrebergarten give characters a 
reason to be seen working in what would normally be forbidden space?                                                                  
A Night Divided by Jennifer Nielsen 

IWB does a family go on a long walk to explain a project to a parent so that their 
conversation is not overheard, and they are told they must stop?                                                                                             
A Night Divided by Jennifer Nielsen 



IWB does a character suspect that a once dear friend has been snooping about in her 
secret place because of mud seen on her shoes?                                                                                                                 
A Night Divided by Jennifer Nielsen 

IWB is a pipe nicked in the process of working in a tight space causing a delay and 
flooding in the area?                                                                                                                                                                          
A Night Divided by Jennifer Nielsen 

IWB is a parent demoted in her work position because letters had been found 
indicating that she “was divided in her loyalty”?                                                                                                                                    
A Night Divided by Jennifer Nielsen 

IWB do a stick poked through soil, then the light from a lantern, become proof that a 
group had been discovered by someone?                                                                                                                                        
A Night Divided by Jennifer Nielsen 

IWB do keys to an old Trabant become a means of bribing someone for a ten-minute 
lead?          A Night Divided by Jennifer Nielsen 

IWB is does a character, who’s arrived unexpectedly with family, state, “You ask me to 
figure out why Peter wanted to leave.....well, we did?”                                                                                                      
A Night Divided by Jennifer Nielsen 

IWB does a character decide that the way she wants to celebrate is by eating a 
banana?              A Night Divided by Jennifer Nielsen 



Bamboo People by Mitali Perkins 

IWB does a father advise his son to “read widely” so that he can become a doctor who 
understands human nature in order to heal?                                                                                                    
Bamboo People by Mitali Perkins 

IWB is a doctor, who treats an enemy of the state one evening, charged and 
imprisoned as a traitor by the government for providing money, information, and 
medical aid?                                    Bamboo People by Mitali Perkins 

IWB is it dangerous for boys to be in the street or to believe any government offers for 
a job because boys are disappearing daily, dragged away to join the army?                                                     
Bamboo People by Mitali Perkins 

IWB does a character receive a photo of his father from a neighbor just before he 
leaves in a rickshaw for a job application test?                                                                                                             
Bamboo People by Mitali Perkins 

IWB are several youth seen gathering in the lobby of city hall, when suddenly soldiers 
storm into the room telling the girls to leave and the boys to stay put?                                                             
Bamboo People by Mitali Perkins 

IWB does a military commander call his 6 best men “sons” and they in return call him 
“father”? Bamboo People by Mitali Perkins 

IWB do hungry, kidnapped boys learn that they are to be trained as jungle warfare & 
search-and-destroy operations teams against an insurgent army?                                                                      
Bamboo People by Mitali Perkins 

IWB, after learning of a 3 year forced service to his country, does a character commit 
to these 3 survival phrases: Stay alive, keep out of trouble, and take one day at a 
time?                                              Bamboo People by Mitali Perkins 

IWB does a boy observe and share with another that he’ll never survive at a camp 
because the biggest muscle he has is the inky bump on his finger from writing and 
studying so much? Bamboo People by Mitali Perkins 

IWB does a boy realize that his book learning would never have helped him with an 
impossible task, meanwhile, an uneducated friend figured out a solution by borrowing 
a team and cart from a farmer?                                                                                                                                                    
Bamboo People by Mitali Perkins 

IWB is a propaganda film shown to recruits in a gym, while a commander is angered 
by, but ignores, one boy’s fake zeal and another boy’s lack of it?                                                                            
Bamboo People by Mitali Perkins 

IWB do men on a mission to get medical supplies and food to comrades in the jungle, 
happen upon their enemy and watch as they accidentally fall victim to buried land 
mines?                            Bamboo People by Mitali Perkins 



IWB is a character forced to make a decision: to kill an enemy by shooting him or by 
leaving him injured for animals to attack or to attempt to save him by carrying him to 
a medical hut? Bamboo People by Mitali Perkins 

IWB is a product, readily available to residents, used for all these purposes: as a 
weapon, as food, as medicine, as fuel, for baskets, houses, rafts, and as supports for 
a stretcher?                                   Bamboo People by Mitali Perkins 

IWB are does a boy agree to tell everyone he knows about the kindness he received 
from the enemy, even going as far as naming his new replacement leg after their 
people?                         Bamboo People by Mitali Perkins 

IWB does a girl finally begin her healing process after silently holding an awful secret 
inside her for a long time about the treatment she’d endured at the hands of an 
enemy?                                     Bamboo People by Mitali Perkins 

IWB does a mother ignore a very obvious injury, instead focusing on the need to feed 
her son because he’s so thin?                                                                                                                                      
Bamboo People by Mitali Perkins 



Boys Without Names by Kashmira Sheth 

IWB is the city a family must travel to called both a grand city by father and a make-
believe city by mother?                                                                                                                                                              
Boys Without Names by Kashmira Sheth 

IWB does a father tell his family that they must not share these things when they 
arrive in a new place: their names, where they've come from, and where they’re 
going?                                                 Boys Without Names by Kashmira Sheth 

IWB does a character share some tips to playing the game of Solitaire with a fellow 
traveler? Boys Without Names by Kashmira Sheth 

IWB does a store owner inform new arrivals that there are too many people coming to 
the city every day, all of them wanting work, shelter, and jobs?                                                                              
Boys Without Names by Kashmira Sheth 

IWB does a boy work pulling unused pages from old notebooks to create a new one for 
himself using the blank pages and an old cover with a red-headed boy on it who stares 
at a lake sunset? Boys Without Names by Kashmira Sheth 

IWB is a character given chai tea with something in it that made him fall asleep 
almost instantly while whisked away in a taxi?                                                                                                                                    
Boys Without Names by Kashmira Sheth 

IWB does a character realize he must study his surroundings and come up with a plan 
as he thinks to himself, “As long as I’m alive, I have a chance to escape?”                                                             
Boys Without Names by Kashmira Sheth 

IWB does one character say of another, “You think you are smarter than you really 
are?”                Boys Without Names by Kashmira Sheth 

IWB does a character try to make time pass more pleasantly for all by offering to tell 
something called kahanis?                                                                                                                                                      
Boys Without Names by Kashmira Sheth 

IWB does a character think that if he works faster and does a better job than others 
that he might possibly be given a leadership role?                                                                                         
Boys Without Names by Kashmira Sheth 

IWB does an argument about dreams between two boys end with one saying, “If you 
don’t have them, then you have nothing....is it better to have nothing or something?”                                     
Boys Without Names by Kashmira Sheth 

IWB does a tale about a jackal and a stinging swarm of ants create dangerous ideas in 
the minds of the listeners?                                                                                                                                                           
Boys Without Names by Kashmira Sheth 

IWB does a character, sent on a mission to buy sweets, at first attempt to board a bus, 
but then turns away with a better plan to help everyone rather than just himself?                                                   
Boys Without Names by Kashmira Sheth 



IWB are arrangements made by someone to move six individuals quickly to a new 
location when the threat of an inspection is announced?                                                                                                  
Boys Without Names by Kashmira Sheth 

IWB are characters, bound and gagged, nearly overlooked until one of them struggles 
to get a hand free to give a signal?                                                                                                                                   
Boys Without Names by Kashmira Sheth 

IWB are individuals reunited at the home of their brother, uncle, and brother-in-law 
with all of them sobbing, laughing, and hugging?                                                                                                                 
Boys Without Names by Kashmira Sheth 



Esperanza Rising by Pam Ryan 

IWB was the main character given the honor of cutting the first cluster of grapes at 
the start of the harvest each year?                                                                                                                                          
Esperanza Rising by Pam Ryan 

IWB did the main character and her friends talk about one thing when they were 
together - their quinceaneras?                                                                                                                                            
Esperanza Rising by Pam Ryan 

IWB were there two brothers - one the mayor and one the town banker who basically 
controlled the lives of the people who lived in the town?                                                                                          
Esperanza Rising by Pam Ryan 

IWB did Mama trick a man agreeing to marry him and asking to be given a wagon 
which she then used to escape to another country?                                                                                                      
Esperanza Rising by Pam Ryan 

IWB did a very poor widowed woman with eight children have such a kind heart that 
she gave away one of her chickens to someone she just recently met?                                                                        
Esperanza Rising by Pam Ryan 

IWB are workers often referred to as campesinos?                                                                                    
Esperanza Rising by Pam Ryan 

IWB did five people live in a cabin with only two small rooms, a kitchen and a 
bathroom? Esperanza Rising by Pam Ryan 

IWB did many people live without toilets so they had to relieve themselves in the 
ditches? Esperanza Rising by Pam Ryan 

IWB does the main character have to be given lessons on how to hold and sweep with 
a broom?                                                                                                                                                                  
Esperanza Rising by Pam Ryan 

IWB is the main character ridiculed by a group of women - one girl calling her 
Cinderella? Esperanza Rising by Pam Ryan 

IWB did many families display a statue of Our Lady of Guadalupe?                                                        
Esperanza Rising by Pam Ryan 

IWB does a grandmother stay with the nuns while her ankle heals?                                                 
Esperanza Rising by Pam Ryan 

IWB is Mama’s sickness caused by the dust storm?                                                                                     
Esperanza Rising by Pam Ryan 

IWB does the main character heat a brick in the oven, wrap it in newspaper, and hug 
it next to her body to keep warm on the truck ride to work?                                                                                      
Esperanza Rising by Pam Ryan 



IWB were two eyes left on each chunk of potato cut so that there would be two 
chances for it to root?                                                                                                                                                        
Esperanza Rising by Pam Ryan 

IWB do they drive to Yakota’s Japanese Store to buy groceries even though there are 
other stores closer?                                                                                                                                                
Esperanza Rising by Pam Ryan 

IWB did the main character buy a donkey pinata to fill with caramels and place it on 
her mother’s bedside table?                                                                                                                                                  
Esperanza Rising by Pam Ryan 

IWB did the main character give the last thing given to her by her father to a younger 
friend who was going through a tough time?                                                                                                             
Esperanza Rising by Pam Ryan 

IWB does the main character crochet a blanket that is long enough to cover three 
beds? Esperanza Rising by Pam Ryan 

IWB does a letter get delivered to Grandmother by being placed in the poor box 
rather than being sent through the mail system?                                                                                                                   
Esperanza Rising by Pam Ryan 

IWB is the passage of time counted in crops instead of months?                                                        
Esperanza Rising by Pam Ryan 



Homeless Bird by Gloria Whelan 

IWB does the story tell of a bandicoot that lives under the house?                                                                             
Homeless Bird by Gloria Whelan 

IWB was cow dung used in the stove to create heat?                                                                                   
Homeless Bird by Gloria Whelan 

IWB did Maa often take only a bite of rice so that her children and husband could have 
more food - claiming it was her day to fast?                                                                                                       
Homeless Bird by Gloria Whelan 

IWB was the main character’s father from India a scribe, someone who writes for 
those who can’t write their own letters?                                                                                                                       
Homeless Bird by Gloria Whelan 

IWB does the main character say, “I watched as the spoken words were written down 
to become like caged birds, caught forever by my clever Baap.” ?                                                          
Homeless Bird by Gloria Whelan 

IWB did snakes crawl under the beds during monsoon season?                                                           
Homeless Bird by Gloria Whelan 

IWB were palm leaf fans used to cool off in the extremely hot conditions?                                         
Homeless Bird by Gloria Whelan 

IWB were the trains divided into ladies’ compartments and men’s compartments?                      
Homeless Bird by Gloria Whelan 

IWB is a character’s dream to plant seeds and grow crops on the land that was passed 
down to him by his father?                                                                                                                                      
Homeless Bird by Gloria Whelan 

IWB was the ‘shrew’ always sticking her nose in everyone else’s business?                                      
Homeless Bird by Gloria Whelan 

IWB did a wedding veil made of fine silk and embroidered in gold thread disappear 
from the sewing shop one night?                                                                                                                                      
Homeless Bird by Gloria Whelan 

IWB did the main character wash bowls with ashes and sand?                                                                
Homeless Bird by Gloria Whelan 

IWB did the bride not even get to try her coconut wedding cake because the men had 
to eat first and there was none left for her?                                                                                                            
Homeless Bird by Gloria Whelan 



IWB was the astrologer called to pick an auspicious date for the wedding?                                    
Homeless Bird by Gloria Whelan 

IWB did the main character get tricked by her mother-in-law on a trip to the city?                       
Homeless Bird by Gloria Whelan 

IWB was a girl’s widow pension stolen by her in-laws?                                                                         
Homeless Bird by Gloria Whelan 



Inside Out and Back Again by Thanhha Lai 

IWB do people in town throw eggs at the family’s house and a brick through the front 
window? Inside Out and Back Again by Thanhha Lai 

IWB does the main character not know to wear a costume to school on Halloween and 
get called a pancake because of her flat face?                                                                                                          
Inside Out and Back Again by Thanhha Lai 

IWB does the main character feel that being in her war-torn country would be 
favorable to being ridiculed at school each day in America?                                                                                              
Inside Out and Back Again by Thanhha Lai 

IWB did a papaya tree grow from a seed the main character flicked into the back 
garden?                 Inside Out and Back Again by Thanhha Lai 

IWB are rich people able to flee Vietnam on cruise ships?                                                                                  
Inside Out and Back Again by Thanhha Lai 

IWB does a girl lend her favorite and only doll to a neighbor girl who leaves it outside 
overnight which allows a rat to chew holes in its face?                                                                                                               
Inside Out and Back Again by Thanhha Lai 

IWB does the main character’s family escape a war-torn country on a ship filled with 
so many families that they didn’t even get a mat to sit on?                                                                                           
Inside Out and Back Again by Thanhha Lai 

IWB does a Vietnamese girl find English confusing and feel things would be simpler if 
English and life were logical?                                                                                                                                             
Inside Out and Back Again by Thanhha Lai 

IWB is a favorite food papaya?                                                                                                                          
Inside Out and Back Again by Thanhha Lai 

IWB is there a rumor around school that the main character is going to get beat up by 
the cousin of a bully?                                                                                                                                                       
Inside Out and Back Again by Thanhha Lai 

IWB does a retired American teacher tutor the children of an immigrant family in 
English and also become a mentor helping the main character through difficult times 
with schoolmates? Inside Out and Back Again by Thanhha Lai 

IWB does a family make pork egg rolls to share with their new-found friends as they 
celebrate Christmas?                                                                                                                                                                 
Inside Out and Back Again by Thanhha Lai 



IWB does a mother soak sugary dried fruit in warm water to take the sugar off and 
plump the fruit up making it taste more like fresh fruit?                                                                                               
Inside Out and Back Again by Thanhha Lai 

IWB does the author state that much of what happened to the main character actually 
happened to her as an immigrant to America in the 1970’s?                                                                          
Inside Out and Back Again by Thanhha Lai 

IWB does the main character really stress the snake sound made by the letter “s” 
when learning and trying to speak English?                                                                                                                                
Inside Out and Back Again by Thanhha Lai 



No Turning Back by Beverley Naidoo 

IWB was the main character surprised to see his new classroom consisted of only four 
students when his last class numbered seventy?                                                                                                              
No Turning Back by Beverley Naidoo 

IWB did the main character live a good life with Gogo (Grandmother) before she died 
and Ma took him away from the farm in the valley of green hills?                                                                                
No Turning Back by Beverley Naidoo 

IWB was the main character’s first day of earnings stolen by a sneaky boy?                                    
No Turning Back by Beverley Naidoo 

IWB were blankets stolen and sold before it could be proven who stole them?                                         
No Turning Back by Beverley Naidoo 

IWB did the main character only fill the bath one quarter full of water because he 
didn’t like to waste water?                                                                                                                                                            
No Turning Back by Beverley Naidoo 

IWB was a friend jealous that the main character was given a job and a place to stay 
the night? No Turning Back by Beverley Naidoo 

IWB is a shopkeeper suspicious that his only employee has stolen part of a shipment of 
jeans? No Turning Back by Beverley Naidoo 

IWB does the main character feel he has to leave the family who has been taking care 
of him because the father doesn’t truly see him as a friend, just as an employee?                                      
No Turning Back by Beverley Naidoo 

IWB do a group of preteens and teens take turns sniffing a harmful substance in order 
to forget their troubles of being cold and hungry?                                                                                                                
No Turning Back by Beverley Naidoo 

IWB did the main character hide in a garbage can in order to get away from an angry 
man?              No Turning Back by Beverley Naidoo 

IWB had the main character been hit and called stupid by the teachers at the 
township school? No Turning Back by Beverley  Naidoo 

IWB did the main character experience new things at the new school like drama, art, 
and sewing?                                                  No Turning Back by Beverley Naidoo 

IWB did the main character learn that the shacks in his town had been burned down 
by angry men from the hostel?                       No Turning Back by Beverley Naidoo 



IWB did the main character feel it did no good to pray when bad things kept 
happening?         No Turning Back by Beverley Naidoo 

IWB did the main character wish that Ma would become strong and leave her husband?           
No Turning Back by Beverley Naidoo 

IWB did a journey back home help the main character realize how much his mother 
really did love and need him?                                                                                                                                         
No Turning Back by Beverley Naidoo 



Number the Stars by Lois Lowry 

IWB does the author have a Danish friend who told her the story of her childhood in 
Copenhagen in 1943, and the author used this woman as a model for the main 
character? Number the Stars by Lois Lowry 

IWB does the story begin by three girls being stopped by soldiers wanting to know 
what is in their backpacks and why they were running?                                                                                                           
Number the Stars by Lois Lowry 

IWB did people have to live with little or no butter or sugar for over a year?                                         
Number the Stars by Lois Lowry 

IWB did a girl have to pretend to be her best friend’s sister one night when German 
soldiers searched the apartment?                                                                                                                                      
Number the Stars by Lois Lowry 

IWB did the main character squeeze a necklace so hard that it left an imprint of the 
Star of David in her palm?                                                                                                                                
Number the Stars by Lois Lowry 

IWB was it a good thing that a little girl was a deep sleeper because if she would have 
woken up, she may have put her family in grave danger?                                                                                    
Number the Stars by Lois Lowry 

IWB does a girl visit the open sea on the edge of her island for the first time when she 
is ten years old?                                                                                                                                                           
Number the Stars by Lois Lowry 

IWB does Mama find some apples but have to make applesauce without sugar since 
they have none?                                                                                                                                                                  
Number the Stars by Lois Lowry 

IWB do soldiers even question families riding on the train in hopes of finding escaping 
Jews? Number the Stars by Lois Lowry 

IWB were there cows to milk at daybreak at the main character’s mother’s childhood 
farmhouse?                                                                                                                                             
Number the Stars by Lois Lowry 

IWB was the main character delighted to have oatmeal with cream for breakfast one 
morning since at home they had to have bread and tea every morning?                                                              
Number the Stars by Lois Lowry 

IWB is there a cow named Blossom who gives nice frothy milk?                                                         
Number the Stars by Lois Lowry 



IWB did people have to take a dangerous 30-minute walk at night, in complete 
darkness not even the light of the moon, in order to reach a boat?                                                                                  
Number the Stars by Lois Lowry 

IWB did the main character feel that dangerous situations were harder for those 
waiting liker her and Papa - they may not be in harms way like the others, but they 
experienced more fear? Number the Stars by Lois Lowry 

IWB did a character relate her dangerous journey to the fairy tale Little Red Riding 
Hood? Number the Stars by Lois Lowry 

IWB does Uncle state to the main character that brave means doing something and 
not thinking of the dangers?                                                                                                                                                       
Number the Stars by Lois Lowry 



Out of Bounds by Beverley Naidoo 

IWB is a maid said to be someone a girl can confide in, who listens and responds to 
her with sympathy, a person she can share secrets with while her mother is busy, but 
she does not travel with the family when taking their vacation to the farm?                                                                                     
Out of Bounds by Beverley Naidoo 

IWB does a girl visit someone’s quarters in the home to see a homemade bedspread, 
but is warned to “not tell her parents about the visit”?                                                                                             
Out of Bounds by Beverley Naidoo 

IWB does a character take a five-hour bus ride to visit her children when the family 
she works for takes their trips to the country?                                                                                                                                
Out of Bounds by Beverley Naidoo 

IWB does a character gain confidence and lose her fear of a man after he pats her on 
the head, enough so that she boldly picks 4 flowers from his front yard to take back 
and even considers stealing some oranges?                                                                                                                            
Out of Bounds by Beverley Naidoo 

IWB was a family member described as an outspoken firecracker, and one of the 
things he was very upset about was the identity cards their group had to carry with 
them now?                               Out of Bounds by Beverley Naidoo 

IWB does a mother do sewing and mending for people to earn extra money for the 
family?             Out of Bounds by Beverley Naidoo 

IWB does an uncle, huge and brown like a strong tree, tell his niece that one day he 
will be able to take her to a park to play, but not until things change?                                                                            
Out of Bounds by Beverley Naidoo 

IWB does panic spread through the entire school body as well as the parents of the 
children attending the school when an eminent attack by the natives was rumored?                                                
Out of Bounds by Beverley Naidoo 

IWB is a girl’s white father arrested for the 2nd time after demonstrations break out 
and a State of Emergency is put in place, with officials saying they were locking up 
the troublemakers?     Out of Bounds by Beverley Naidoo 

IWB is a young girl, heading to grandmother with a secret warning, suspicious of two 
men standing by a car with the hood up near her destination very early in that 
morning?                             Out of Bounds by Beverley Naidoo 

IWB does a boy begin to understand why men tried to hunt on forbidden lands, and 
why these same people hated the job his father was doing, when he experiences first 
hand starvation and deep hunger?                                                                                                                                                               
Out of Bounds by Beverley Naidoo 

IWB does a man injure himself, forcing a boy to make a choice: to help support the 
man and get him back home for help or to not to help him, but instead walking away 



with the weapon, hiding out until dark, then walking east towards a training camp?                                                                      
Out of Bounds by Beverley Naidoo 

IWB book does a mother whisper to her daughter, even after hearing the threat of a 
boy about what will happen at recess, “someone has to go first?”                                                                                          
Out of Bounds by Beverley Naidoo 



Red Scarf Girl by Ji Li Jaing 

IWB is an economic system where land and natural resources are owned by the entire 
community and used for the good of all promoted?                                                                                         
Red Scarf Girl by Ji-Li Jiang 

IWB is a character told by classmates that she must remold herself and then is 
ordered to stay after school for a meeting?                                                                                                                                            
Red Scarf Girl by Ji-Li Jiang 

IWB were neighborhood groups formed, made up of the working class, who patrolled 
day and night watching and recording behavior?                                                                                                                   
Red Scarf Girl by Ji-Li Jiang 

IWB do prized collections and possessions get destroyed in a search of a home in 
passing by the guard?                                                                                                                                                                            
Red Scarf Girl by Ji-Li Jiang 

IWB does a teacher tell a student that she is still an “educable child”, that she can 
overcome her family background and chose her own future?                                                                                                  
Red Scarf Girl by Ji-Li Jiang 

IWB does a character wish that her Grandmother would finish her sweeping quickly 
before neighbors and friends saw her?                                                                                                                                  
Red Scarf Girl by Ji-Li Jiang 

IWB are two students checked out by a soldier for their flexibility and skills in martial 
arts?    Red Scarf Girl by Ji-Li Jiang 

IWB are friends who come over for salon called aunt or uncle in greeting as a sign of 
respect? Red Scarf Girl by Ji-Li Jiang 

IWB does a character break relations with his mother and no longer admit he is her 
son, walking away from her injured on the street?                                                                                                         
Red Scarf Girl by Ji-Li Jiang 

IWB is a mop left on or removed from a balcony to send a message to a family 
member?                  Red Scarf Girl by Ji-Li Jiang 

IWB does a character work extremely hard on an exhibit tour only to have it handed 
over to a substitute due to her political situation?                                                                                                      
Red Scarf Girl by Ji-Li Jiang 

IWB was propaganda used by supporters telling children that the party was kind and 
that a leader was dearer than parents?                                                                                                                                 
Red Scarf Girl by Ji-Li Jiang 

IWB do children think their apartment is on fire due to the smell and smoke, but 
discover parents burning something inside the bathroom?                                                                                      
Red Scarf Girl by Ji-Li Jiang 



IWB is a character, after coming to the US, shocked at the freedoms she saw 
Americans enjoying?                                                                                                                                                                     
Red Scarf Girl by Ji-Li Jiang 

IWB do two characters take an ill grandmother on a rather dangerous pedicab ride to 
the clinic and back?                                                                                                                                                                      
Red Scarf Girl by Ji-Li Jiang 



Revolution is Not a Dinner Party by Ying Chang Compestine 

IWB does a mother’s strict disapproval, along with an overhead comment about her 
wishes for a son, cause a girl to think her mother dislikes her?                                                                                
Revolution Is Not A Dinner Party by Ying Chang Compestine 

IWB is an undercover agent defined as “someone who seems to be nice but works to 
destroy our government?”                                                                                                                            
Revolution Is Not A Dinner Party by Ying Chang Compestine 

IWB is one woman described as a proud, white rose with thorns while another is said 
to be like a warm, red welcoming peony?                                                                                                                 
Revolution Is Not A Dinner Party by Ying Chang Compestine 

IWB does a girl, eating a cool treat, wonder if the river boats she’s seeing outside a 
window are going to San Francisco which forces her companion to roll his eyes in 
exasperation telling her she needs to study geography and his maps more closely to 
understand why that’s not possible? Revolution Is Not A Dinner Party by Ying Chang 
Compestine 

IWB do neighbors use a shared fireplace pipe to communicate with each other 
because they have no phones?                                                                                                                                               
Revolution Is Not A Dinner Party by Ying Chang Compestine 

IWB does a neighbor lead a loyalty dancing class in a shared courtyard, however many 
seem to be ignoring his songs shared over a loud speaker as they laughed at him?                                    
Revolution Is Not A Dinner Party by Ying Chang Compestine 

IWB is a girl looking forward to meeting her new classmates after being grade 
skipped, but. instead of making new friends, she is ridiculed for the clothes she is 
wearing that day? Revolution Is Not A Dinner Party by Ying Chang Compestine 

IWB does a girl think that bad magic must have turned the funny shower singing 
magician living next door from a funny monkey into a poisonous snake?                                                                    
Revolution Is Not A Dinner Party by Ying Chang Compestine 

IWB does a father tell his child that people want to go to America because they wish 
to enjoy freedom, or the ability to read what they want and say what they think?                                       
Revolution Is Not A Dinner Party by Ying Chang Compestine 

IWB are these items labeled bourgeois, no longer allowed in homes or for sale: sewing 
machines, a refrigerator, a heating fan, and flowered fabric?                                                                             
Revolution Is Not A Dinner Party by Ying Chang Compestine 

IWB is a character frightened by seeing his name on a poster in the courtyard with a 
red X on it, then hurries to his home to burn letters, a red tie, and English books?                                               
Revolution Is Not A Dinner Party by Ying Chang Compestine 

IWB does a character teach his daughter how to dance by candlelight when the power 
to their building is cut in the evenings, telling her “we should look for joy even during 
hard times?” Revolution Is Not A Dinner Party by Ying Chang Compestine 



IWB is a boy who is packing for a trip to be re-educated given these things: a sweater, 
a woolen coat, and chocolate pieces?                                                                                                                           
Revolution Is Not A Dinner Party by Ying Chang Compestine 

IWB does a family receive a surprise visit from a former friend on Christmas Eve, but 
the visit is not a celebration but a disturbance leading to the arrest of a father?                                              
Revolution Is Not A Dinner Party by Ying Chang Compestine 

IWB are these items obtained through the black market: soap, toothpaste, brown 
sugar, and peanuts?                                                                                                                                                      
Revolution Is Not A Dinner Party by Ying Chang Compestine 



Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry by Mildred D. Taylor 

IWB does the author credit her father, the master storyteller, for her ability to write 
because he taught her a love of words?                                                                                                                                      
Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry by Mildred D. Taylor 

IWB do characters walk to school together, yet split at a crossroad with some heading 
to a building flying a Mississippi flag with a Confederate emblem while the others walk 
on to their own separate school?                                                                                                                                     
Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry by Mildred D. Taylor 

IWB is revenge for a wrong carried out using these tools: 2 shovels, 4 buckets, 8 
hands, and some “real hard” rain?                                                                                                                                       
Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry by Mildred D. Taylor 

IWB is a story about night men revealed by a guest on Christmas Eve?                                                          
Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry by Mildred D. Taylor 

IWB do 3 individuals stop to allow a fancy car to pass on a narrow bridge, even tipping 
their hats thinking it is a respected neighbor, only to be shocked by who actually 
occupied the vehicle?                                                                                                                                                                                
Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry by Mildred D. Taylor 

IWB does a mother say to her brother-in-law that someday they would pay for 
angering three locals while on a scenic country drive?                                                                                                              
Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry by Mildred D. Taylor 

IWB does a gift of a flute lead to a conversation about a potential friendship with the 
giver, until an adult recommends against it saying, “Maybe someday you can be 
friends, but right now the country ain’t built that way?”                                                                                                                                            
Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry by Mildred D. Taylor 

IWB does a character fake friendship, then lure another into the woods to start a 
fight?               Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry by Mildred D. Taylor 

IWB do school board members listen to a history lesson in a classroom, then accuse 
the teacher of not teaching what is in the Board approved textbooks for that class?                                                     
Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry by Mildred D. Taylor 

IWB does a landowner raise his take on a crop’s earning from 50% to 60%, but does so 
after the crop has been planted by the land renters, as a way to intimidate them and 
control their behavior?                                                                                                                                                                       
Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry by Mildred D. Taylor 

IWB are individuals seen tampering with something, which later leads to a dangerous 
incident and injuries occurring on a road muddied by a storm?                                                                                           
Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry by Mildred D. Taylor 

IWB does a family consider these options when trying to figure out how to make ends 
meet: selling a couple of cows and their calves, selling an old sow, cutting back on 



eating biscuits daily, eliminating coffee, and selling a fancy car?                                                                                                          
Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry by Mildred D. Taylor 

IWB does a character demonstrate his phenomenal strength by lifting a vehicle, slowly 
moving it to the side of the road?                                                                                                                                              
Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry by Mildred D. Taylor 

IWB does light tapping on the porch reveal a severely injured boy, beaten and broken 
- unable to get home on his own, asking for help?                                                                                                                   
Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry by Mildred D. Taylor 

IWB do two characters grab a gun and shells, rushing out into the dark and into an 
approaching storm to protect a family member from harm?                                                                                                    
Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry by Mildred D. Taylor 

IWB does a powerful man seem to ignore a lawyer’s urging, turning a bad situation 
over the sheriff until he sees smoke coming from his dry forest and orders men to get 
on up there to stop the threat?                                                                                                                                                               
Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry by Mildred D. Taylor 



Shooting Kabul by N. H. Senzai 

IWB does a father force payment on a man who has helped his family, then thanks him 
for risking his life?                                                                                                                                                   
Shooting Kabul by N. H. Senzai 

IWB is a father bound by an ancient, sacred code to protect the women of his family 
with his own life?                                                                                                                                                         
Shooting Kabul by N. H. Senzai 

IWB is a father filling out forms with the word “asylum” stamped on them, papers 
that would allow their family to enter the US as refugees?                                                                                           
Shooting Kabul by N. H. Senzai 

IWB does a father attempt to search an area for a lost child, only to return empty 
handed, dirty, and exhausted after losing all of the rest of their money to border 
guard bribes?                         Shooting Kabul by N. H. Senzai 

IWB does a relative inform new arrivals to the town of Fremont that this area has the 
largest population of Afghans in the U.S.?                                                                                                               
Shooting Kabul by N. H. Senzai 

IWB are hopes high that someone will be quickly located, especially since she is an 
American citizen?                                                                                                                                                                   
Shooting Kabul by N. H. Senzai 

IWB does everyone in the family believe they are the person who is to blame for the 
loss of a 6-year-old?                                                                                                                                                               
Shooting Kabul by N. H. Senzai 

IWB is a boy overwhelmed with the first day at a new school because he was used to 
being homeschooled by his educated mother?                                                                                                     
Shooting Kabul by N. H. Senzai 

IWB does an opening for a friendship occur when a new classmate notices that a girl’s 
wallet falls out of her purse while leaving the lunchroom?                                                                                 
Shooting Kabul by N. H. Senzai 

IWB does a character refer back to a book he’s been reading, wishing that he had the 
stroke of luck that the main character, Claudia, had when she and her brother found 
coins at the bottom of a fountain in a museum?                                                                                                                             
Shooting Kabul by N. H. Senzai 

IWB does a father say, when angered by the banning of photography, that “One person 
does not have the right to dictate how another believes or lives”?                                                              
Shooting Kabul by N. H. Senzai 

IWB does a sister offer money for a boy to join a group and it seems to him to be a 
good omen, meaning he was going to win a competition?                                                                                       
Shooting Kabul by N. H. Senzai 



IWB does a character think that the research a friend has done on judges might be 
considered cheating, but she insists it is not because it is public information?                                                     
Shooting Kabul by N. H. Senzai 

IWB does a character lose it in the middle of a Barbie section at a toy store?                                      
Shooting Kabul by N. H. Senzai 

IWB does a family learn, while eating out at a restaurant, that bombing has begun in 
and around an area where they think a daughter could be?                                                                          
Shooting Kabul by N. H. Senzai 



Sylvia & Aki by Winifred Conkling 

IWB do characters learn how a war, being fought in faraway places they’ve never 
heard of, can personally affect them as they are living right here in the U.S.?                                                                                                                            
Sylvia & Aki by Winifred Conkling 

IWB is the word sayonara used which means good-bye?                                                                             
Sylvia & Aki by Winifred Conkling 

IWB did the people turn a small part of the desert into an oasis where things like 
tomatoes, eggplants, and squash grew?                                                                                                                              
Sylvia and Aki by Winifred Conkling 

IWB did a main character wonder if she would even recognize her father who was 
considered a possible spy and taken away from the family for two whole years by the 
U.S. government?                                            Sylvia & Aki by Winifred Conkling 

IWB was a main character very proud of her father for fighting for  equality in 
opportunity? Sylvia & Aki by Winifred Conkling 

IWB does the main character’s mother like to sing and is said to be like a radio that 
switched on in the morning and turned off late at night?                                                                                                      
Sylvia & Aki by Winifred Conkling 

IWB is a large black snake seen slithering up through a gap in the floor boards at the 
camp? Sylvia & Aki by Winifred Conkling 

IWB do some characters feel saddened for the native creatures whose land or home 
they have invaded?                                                                                                                                                                
Sylvia & Aki by Winifred Conkling 

IWB do two characters build a dollhouse out of a cardboard tomato box, cereal boxes, 
wrapping paper, and bottle caps?                                                                                                                                        
Sylvia & Aki by Winifred Conkling 

IWB will you find this quote, “There is no bad that something good doesn’t come from 
it?”  Sylvia & Aki by Winifred Conkling 



The Boy in Striped Pajamas by John Boyne 

IWB did a boy come home from school to find the family maid going through his 
possessions and packing them in four large crates?                                                                                                               
The Boy in Striped Pajamas by John Boyne 

IWB did the main character have to leave Berlin and three best friends?                                                
The Boy in Striped Pajamas by John Boyne 

IWB did the main character think his new home was the loneliest place ever - located 
in the middle of nowhere?                                                                                                                                                   
The Boy in Striped Pajamas by John Boyne 

IWB did the main character try to treat the housemaid respectfully while his older 
sister often spoke rudely to her?                                                                                                                                                  
The Boy in Striped Pajamas by John Boyne 

IWB did the main character feel like running away from home but the thought of 
being on his own without anyone was too frightening?                                                                                                            
The Boy in Striped Pajamas by John Boyne 

IWB did a boy often refer to his sister as a helpless cause?                                                                                      
The Boy in Striped Pajamas by John Boyne 

IWB did the main character dream of becoming an explorer someday?                                                        
The Boy in Striped Pajamas by John Boyne 

IWB did the main character head off to explore in an area his parents warned him 
never to go? The Boy in Striped Pajamas by John Boyne 

IWB was a very special guest coming to dinner so the house had to be cleaned top to 
bottom - windows washed, crockery and glasses polished, table stained and varnished, 
and servants’ uniforms washed?                                                                                                                                                   
The Boy in Striped Pajamas by John Boyne 

IWB did a nine-year-old boy’s family get kicked out of their home and have to live in a 
one room home with another family - eleven people all in one room?                                                                     
The Boy in Striped Pajamas by John Boyne 

IWB did two characters - a brother and sister -contract lice?                                                                           
The Boy in Striped Pajamas by John Boyne 

IWB does father not want his children to fully understand what is going on next door 
to their house?                                                                                                                                                                       
The Boy in Striped Pajamas by John Boyne 

IWB did the main character keep his visits with a new friend secret from his parents 
and sister? The Boy in Striped Pajamas by John Boyne 

IWB did a lieutenant become very angry and cause a great scene when the waiter, 
weak from starvation, accidentally dropped and spilled a bottle of wine?                                                                     
The Boy in Striped Pajamas by John Boyne 



IWB did a girl spend a lot of time reorganizing the many dolls she kept in her 
bedroom?                      The Boy in Striped Pajamas by John Boyne 

IWB did the soldier shoot a dog just because it was barking and annoying him?                                   
The Boy in Striped Pajamas by John Boyne 

IWB does one friend forgive another who watched him get bullied and didn’t stand up 
for him - even denying that he knew or had ever spoken to the friend?                                                                          
The Boy in Striped Pajamas by John Boyne 



The Boy on the Wooden Box: How the Impossible Became Possible on 
Schindler’s List by Leon Leyson 

IWB does a man speak about when he was a boy who loved to play in the river with his 
friends even though he couldn’t swim?                                                                                                                                
The Boy on the Wooden Box by Leon Leyson 

IWB does a boy’s mother make goose feather pillows with her lady friends while his 
job is to retrieve every feather that falls to the floor so none will be wasted?                                                             
The Boy on the Wooden Box by Leon Leyson 

IWB was one of a boy’s favorite games riding street cars through the city with his 
friends without paying for tickets?                                                                                                                                           
The Boy on the Wooden Box by Leon Leyson 

IWB did the main character’s 10th birthday pass unnoticed because of the confusion 
and uncertainty in the world at the time?                                                                                                                   
The Boy on the Wooden Box by Leon Leyson 

IWB did the main character receive a buttered slice of bread in exchange for running 
an errand for a wealthy woman?                                                                                                                                               
The Boy on the Wooden Box by Leon Leyson 

IWB was one of a man’s greatest pleasures to sit with a pipe dangling from his mouth 
even though he couldn’t afford to buy any tobacco to fill it?                                                                                                   
The Boy on the Wooden Box by Leon Leyson 

IWB was a blanket stolen from the main character when he went to the latrine during 
the night?                                                                                                                                                                           
The Boy on the Wooden Box by Leon Leyson 

IWB did a boy’s name get crossed off the list of 30 Jewish workers who were getting 
transferred outside the camp to work at the Emalia factory?                                                                                                  
The Boy on the Wooden Box by Leon Leyson 

IWB was the night shift at the factory called the Jewish Shift?                                                                 
The Boy on the Wooden Box by Leon Leyson 

IWB did the main character’s family help make ammunition that was used by soldiers 
in a war against them and people like them?                                                                                                               
The Boy on the Wooden Box by Leon Leyson 

IWB was a group of Jewish people liberated from a labor camp by a Russian soldier 
and told to remove the armband with the Star of David before they left the premises?                                                 
The Boy on the Wooden Box by Leon Leyson 

IWB did the main character say, “I was nineteen years old, and my real life was just 
beginning” as he stepped off the train in California, USA?                                                                                                      
The Boy on the Wooden Box by Leon Leyson 



The Breadwinner by Deborah Ellis 

IWB does a character think that what she wanted most of all is to be invisible when 
certain soldiers were around?                                                                                                                                                
The Breadwinner by Deborah Ellis 

IWB had the mail delivery recently started up again after a 3-year-long disruption due 
to war? The Breadwinner by Deborah Ellis 

IWB does the history of the country reveal that many foreigners had tried to enter 
their beautiful land, hoping to take it over, but the native residents had kicked them 
all out again in spite of the huge atrocities done to the people?                                                                                                 
The Breadwinner by Deborah Ellis 

IWB is most of a country controlled by a group whose name means “religious 
scholars”, but who in actuality are not teaching people how to be better human 
beings, but are making their country a less kind place to live?                                                                                                                           
The Breadwinner by Deborah Ellis 

IWB does a father give this advice to a lonely child as she goes out for water or to the 
market, “Soldiers encourage neighbor to spy on neighbor. It is safer to keep to 
ourselves”?                              The Breadwinner by Deborah Ellis 

IWB is a tale told about a brave woman who showed courage and strength, leading 
weary warriors into a winning battle with the British?                                                                                               
The Breadwinner by Deborah Ellis 

IWB is a father attacked and dragged away as he is accused of spreading foreign ideas 
because he attended school in England?                                                                                                                                  
The Breadwinner by Deborah Ellis 

IWB are people ordered to paint all windows black so that women cannot be seen 
inside?                The Breadwinner by Deborah Ellis 

IWB do two individuals return from a visit to a jail, battered, bruised and with terribly 
blistered feet?                                                                                                                                                                                
The Breadwinner by Deborah Ellis 

IWB is a character, who’s forced to shop for the family’s food, worried that shop 
owners won’t allow her inside to get the food while at the same time worried that 
soldiers will stop her for being on the street without proper clothing?                                                                                                     
The Breadwinner by Deborah Ellis 

IWB is a character surprised to see sorrow on the face of a customer whom she had 
previously thought of only as inhuman, evil woman beaters?                                                                                               
The Breadwinner by Deborah Ellis 

IWB does a mother drill a smaller child on who she is with and why that person is 
here, prior to allowing the child to go outside with an older sister in disguise?                                                                    
The Breadwinner by Deborah Ellis 



IWB are two characters, who want to purchase trays and small items to sell, willing to 
do the unthinkable task of digging bones from graves to earn enough money?                                                      
The Breadwinner by Deborah Ellis 

IWB is the use of old bones discussed, and we learn that they can be used for making 
chicken feed, cooking oil, soap, and buttons?                                                                                                                  
The Breadwinner by Deborah Ellis 

IWB is a character willing to marry someone she’s never met just to get out of the 
situation she has been forced to live with for nearly 2 years?                                                                                                     
The Breadwinner by Deborah Ellis 

IWB does a visitor share a story of hope to two remaining family members, telling 
them that people from the north have fled from brutal occupiers and are now safely 
staying in a refugee camp outside the city?                                                                                                                                           
The Breadwinner by Deborah Ellis 



The King of Mulberry Street by Donna Napoli 

IWB is this quote mentioned, “No one starved in farmlands” but the main character 
was surrounded by farmland, yet he had been hungry for months?                                                                           
The King of Mulberry Street by Donna Napoli 

IWB did a mother put her young son on a big ship to America and never join him even 
though the son expected her to and looked everywhere for her?                                                                             
The King of Mulberry Street by Donna Napoli 

IWB did a boy once sleep in a half empty barrel trying to hide himself from predators 
in the night?                                                                                                                                                                            
The King of Mulberry Street by Donna Napoli 

IWB was there a monkey who shook your hand when you gave it a coin?                                                         
The King of Mulberry Street by Donna Napoli 

IWB did the main character become so enthralled with a gigantic park that he lost 
track of time and was too late to meet up with his friend?                                                                                                    
The King of Mulberry Street by Donna Napoli 

IWB did a boy watch school children hold small flags and march in a parade?                                            
The King of Mulberry Street by Donna Napoli 

IWB was Grandma called Nonna?                                                                                                                               
The King of Mulberry Street by Donna Napoli 

IWB did the main character’s family often quote proverbs?                                                                                   
The King of Mulberry Street by Donna Napoli 

IWB did three boys love to play Dominoes?                                                                                                             
The King of Mulberry Street by Donna Napoli 

IWB did a character take a new name in order to hide the fact that he was Jewish?                                 
The King of Mulberry Street by Donna Napoli 

IWB did the main character risk life by going to an evil man’s house in search of his 
missing friend only to find out that he was too late to save him?                                                                                      
The King of Mulberry Street by Donna Napoli 

IWB did street boys think the main character was the son of a rich family because of 
the shoes he wore?                                                                                                                                                                           
The King of Mulberry Street by Donna Napoli 

22. IWB was a special gift of new shoes given to a friend?                                                                                     
The King of Mulberry Street by Donna Napoli 

IWB did a boy get randomly spied upon throughout the day to make sure he was doing 
his job of begging for money?                                                                                                                                              
The King of Mulberry Street by Donna Napoli 



IWB did a business have repeat customers that helped keep the new business afloat?                         
The King of Mulberry Street by Donna Napoli 



The Red Pencil by Andrea Davis Pinkney 

IWB does the first page begin with the morning of the main characters twelfth 
birthday - the day she is old enough to wear a toob?                                                                                                               
The Red Pencil by Andrea Davis Pinkney 

IWB did the main character live on a farm where she had the chore of raking cow plop 
to spread at the base of crops?                                                                                                                                        
The Red Pencil by Andrea Davis Pinkney 

IWB is there a tomato growing contest - a war about tomatoes?                                                                
The Red Pencil by Andrea Davis Pinkney 

IWB is it a curse or bad sign when the moon is hidden behind the clouds?                                                     
The Red Pencil by Andrea Davis Pinkney 

IWB is the main character afraid when her mother tells her about bad people who will 
attack without warning - and that she should RUN if they ever come?                                                                      
The Red Pencil by Andrea Davis Pinkney 

IWB has the main character never seen a television before and is confused by it 
calling it a flickerbox?                                                                                                                                                                   
The Red Pencil by Andrea Davis Pinkney 

IWB is sesame oil applied to the skin in hopes of keeping the mosquitos away?                                          
The Red Pencil by Andrea Davis Pinkney 

IWB do people have to wait in the water giver’s line to get a gallon of water per day?                            
The Red Pencil by Andrea Davis Pinkney 

IWB does a rat crawl around the sleeping area in the camp?                                                                    
The Red Pencil by Andrea Davis Pinkney 

IWB is the main character compared to a bunch of flies who can’t find their way out 
of the pop bottle?                                                                                                                                                                           
The Red Pencil by Andrea Davis Pinkney                                                                                                                                                                      
IWB does a little sister know the secret that her sister has left the safety of their 
makeshift home in order to fulfill the dream of BECOMING MORE?                                                                            
The Red Pencil by Andrea Davis Pinkney  

IWB is the main character able to escape through the gate because the guards are 
squabbling over a bottle of soda pop?                                                                                                                              
The Red Pencil by Andrea Davis Pinkney 

IWB does the author explain that Kalma Camp, the largest refugee  center, 
accommodated nearly 90,000 residents during the peak of the conflict?                                                                    
The Red Pencil by Andrea Davis Pinkney 



Code Talker by Joseph Bruchac 

IWB was it told how the Japanese took over Solomon Island and forced its native 
people to become slaves beating and killing them if they tried to escape?                                                                    
Code Talker by Joseph Bruchac 

IWB is the passage of years referred to by how many winters have passed?                                           
Code Talker by Joseph Bruchac 

IWB is the word Nihima’ (Our Mother) used to mean our country – the United States?                       
Code Talker by Joseph Bruchac 

IWB was there no word for good-bye in their language?                                                                               
Code Talker by Joseph Bruchac 

IWB did all boys and girls get their hair cut short when they arrived at the mission 
school for the first time?                                                                                                                                                                 
Code Talker by Joseph Bruchac 

IWB were some school children beaten violently with a stick for speaking in their own 
language?                                                                                                                                                                     
Code Talker by Joseph Bruchac 

IWB was it said that teachers watched the students the way coyotes watch a prairie 
dog hole? Code Talker by Joseph Bruchac 

IWB did a whole group of military men have to learn to swim?                                                        
CodeTalker by Joseph Bruchac 

IWB did a schoolboy love geography and study the names of the Pacific Islands never 
dreaming he would actually see them someday?                                                                                                                        
Code Talker by Joseph Bruchac 

IWB did soldiers land on an island where they had to face mosquitoes, leeches, 
spiders, scorpions, poisonous centipedes, giant crocodiles, sharks, poisonous jellyfish, 
and snakes?  Code Talker by Joseph Bruchac 

IWB is it told that Americans named Japanese fighter planes after men and Japanese 
bombers were given women’s names?                                                                                                                               
Code Talker by Joseph Bruchac 

IWB did the main character hate taking pills big enough to choke a horse to keep from 
getting malaria?                                                                                                                                                                   
Code Talker by Joseph Bruchac 

IWB did the main character experience a volcano while stationed on Bougainville 
Island?                Code Talker by Joseph Bruchac 

IWB did the narrator describe how Japanese believed they were the only real humans 
and everyone else could be treated like a dog?                                                                                                      
Code Talker by Joseph Bruchac 



IWB was it stressed that, during WWII, the Japanese troops preferred to attack in the 
dark hours?                                                                                                                                                          
Code Talker by Joseph Bruchac 

IWB were frogmen mentioned whose duty it was to go underwater and lay charges on 
the hulls of enemy ships or place explosives to clear paths through coral reefs?                                                 
Code Talker by Joseph Bruchac 

IWB was this promise posted on the wall of Japanese pillboxes in Iwo Jima? “Each man 
will make it his duty to kill ten of the enemy before dying until we are destroyed to 
the last man, we shall harass the enemy…”                                                                                                                                                             
Code Talker by Joseph Bruchac 

IWB does the author’s note state that he did his best to get the history accurate. Even 
though the main character and narrator were fictitious, no events were invented?                                        
Code Talker by Joseph Bruchac 



When My Name Was Keoko by Linda Sue Park 

IWB was a girl not supposed to listen to men’s business which she said is hard because 
you can’t close your ears like you can close your eyes?                                                                                            
When My Name Was Keoko by Linda Sue Park 

IWB did the main character play ‘Olympics’ with her friend?                                                            
When My Name Was Keoko by Linda Sue Park 

IWB did the main character and friends build cities out of sticks and stones and little 
bits of wood?                                                                                                                                                           
When My Name Was Keoko by Linda Sue Park 

IWB is the main character building himself a bicycle out of an old junk bike frame and 
a chain? When My Name Was Keoko by Linda Sue Park 

IWB did a main character like a game called Cat’s Cradle?                                                                                    
When My Name Was Keoko by Linda Sue Park 

IWB do kids play with a model plane called the ‘flying dragon’ which is made of wood 
and paper?                                                                                                                                                                       
When My Name Was Keoko by Linda Sue Park 

IWB did the Emperor send a rubber ball the size of an apple to every student in the 
land?  When My Name Was Keoko by Linda Sue Park 

IWB does the government take away the people’s radios, jackets, and blankets?                            
When My Name Was Keoko by Linda Sue Park 

IWB did the people have to hand over all their metal household items including 
jewelry to authorities?                                                                                                                                                     
When My Name Was Keoko by Linda Sue Park 

IWB was at least one full day at school devoted to preparation for an invasion by the 
Americans or their allies?                                                                                                                                                            
When My Name Was Keoko by Linda Sue Park 

IWB is a scene described where school children crouch underneath desks and tables as 
far away from windows as possible expecting to have a bomb dropped on their school?                                     
When My Name Was Keoko by Linda Sue Park 

IWB were most people unable to read their own language because they were taught in 
school to read and write in the language of a different country?                                                                                         
When My Name Was Keoko by Linda Sue Park 

IWB were people separated from their families because they were forced to move to 
Manchuria to work for war industries?                                                                                                             
When My Name Was Keoko by Linda Sue Park 

IWB did a soldier throw a girl’s diary into the cooking stove to burn?                                                            
When My Name Was Keoko by Linda Sue Park 



IWB does someone steal two persimmons from a package sent to a soldier?                                             
When My Name Was Keoko by Linda Sue Park 

IWB does a main character place his fingernail clippings and a lock of hair into an 
envelope for his family to remember him by?                                                                                                                       
When My Name Was Keoko by Linda Sue Park 

IWB did the main character think a stick of gum was a piece of candy chewing it for a 
while before swallowing it?                                                                                                                                              
When My Name Was Keoko by Linda Sue Park 


